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Principles And Practice Of Plant Conservation
A revised and fully updated edition encourages the reader to view existing classification systems objectively as it reflects upon the
rapid advances that have occurred since the first edition's publication.
Principles and Practice of Planting Trees and Shrubs
This book presents the basic and applied aspects of sequencing of genes and genomes and their implication in the fine-scale
elucidation of the plant genomes. The third volume presents an overview on the advances of plant genomics made in the past
century; deliberations on the genomics resources; concepts, tools, strategies, and achievements of comparative, evolutionary, and
functional genomics and whole-genome sequencing. It also presents critical reviews on the already completed genome initiatives
and glimpses on the currently progressing genome initiatives. This volume is an ideal reference book for students, scholars and
scientists in academia, industry, and government.
General aspects of propagation. Propagating structures, media, fertilizers, soil mixtures, and containers. Sexual propagation. The
development of fruits, seeds, and spores. Production of genetically pure seed. Techniques of seed production and handling.
Principles of propagation by seeds. Techniques of propagation by seeds. Asexual propagation. General aspects of asexual
propagation. Anatomical and physiological basis of propagation by cuttings. Techniques of propagation by cuttings. Theoretical
aspects of grafting and budding. Techniques of grafting. Techniques of budding. Layering. Propagation by specialized stems and
roots. Special methods of propagation. Propagation of selected plants.
Principles and Practices in Plant Ecology
Soil Testing and Plant Analysis
Plant Breeding
Genome Mapping
Principles of Horticulture
Principles of Plant Nutrition
Plant nutrition; The soil as a plant nutrient medium; Nutrient uptake and assimilation; Plant
water relationships; Plant growth and crop production; Fertilizer application; Nitrogen;
Sulphur; Phosphorus; Potassium; Calcium; Magnesium; Iron; Manganese; Zinc; Copper; Molybdenum;
Boron; Further elements of importance; Elements with more toxic effects.
Chemical Engineering Design, Second Edition, deals with the application of chemical engineering
principles to the design of chemical processes and equipment. Revised throughout, this edition
has been specifically developed for the U.S. market. It provides the latest US codes and
standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI standards. It contains new
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discussions of conceptual plant design, flowsheet development, and revamp design; extended
coverage of capital cost estimation, process costing, and economics; and new chapters on
equipment selection, reactor design, and solids handling processes. A rigorous pedagogy assists
learning, with detailed worked examples, end of chapter exercises, plus supporting data, and
Excel spreadsheet calculations, plus over 150 Patent References for downloading from the
companion website. Extensive instructor resources, including 1170 lecture slides and a fully
worked solutions manual are available to adopting instructors. This text is designed for
chemical and biochemical engineering students (senior undergraduate year, plus appropriate for
capstone design courses where taken, plus graduates) and lecturers/tutors, and professionals in
industry (chemical process, biochemical, pharmaceutical, petrochemical sectors). New to this
edition: Revised organization into Part I: Process Design, and Part II: Plant Design. The broad
themes of Part I are flowsheet development, economic analysis, safety and environmental impact
and optimization. Part II contains chapters on equipment design and selection that can be used
as supplements to a lecture course or as essential references for students or practicing
engineers working on design projects. New discussion of conceptual plant design, flowsheet
development and revamp design Significantly increased coverage of capital cost estimation,
process costing and economics New chapters on equipment selection, reactor design and solids
handling processes New sections on fermentation, adsorption, membrane separations, ion exchange
and chromatography Increased coverage of batch processing, food, pharmaceutical and biological
processes All equipment chapters in Part II revised and updated with current information Updated
throughout for latest US codes and standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI
standards Additional worked examples and homework problems The most complete and up to date
coverage of equipment selection 108 realistic commercial design projects from diverse industries
A rigorous pedagogy assists learning, with detailed worked examples, end of chapter exercises,
plus supporting data and Excel spreadsheet calculations plus over 150 Patent References, for
downloading from the companion website Extensive instructor resources: 1170 lecture slides plus
fully worked solutions manual available to adopting instructors
"The three volumes in this series ... containing 41 chapters contributed by over [one] hundred
globally reputed scientists, provide lucid deliberations on the concepts, strategies, tools,
methodologies and achievements of plant genomics presented in a typical class-room
approach."--Back cover.
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Part of the NOFA guides. Includes information on: Strengths and limitations of hybrid varieties
Before you grow the seed (selecting varieties, saving seed and improving crops, intellectual
property rights) Growing seed (pollination biology, harvesting, cleaning, storage, germination
testing) Details on individual crops (amaranth, crucifers, beets and chard, lettuce, cucurbits,
corn and small grains, nightshades, root veggies) Plus detailed appendices including more info
on seed cleaning, seed companies, and more.
Principles and Practices of Plant Quarantine
Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding
Principles of Soil and Plant Water Relations
Principles and Practice of Plant Breeding
Plant Disease Control
Organic Seed Production and Saving
Resource added for the Landscape Horticulture Technician program 100014.
Presents complete coverage of all phases of plant propogation, by seeds, cuttings, grafting, budding,
layering, division, and tissue culture propogation.
Marker-assisted plant breeding involves the application of molecular marker techniques and statistical
and bioinformatics tools to achieve plant breeding objectives in a cost-effective and time-efficient
manner. This book is intended for beginners in the field who have little or no prior exposure to
molecular markers and their applications, but who do have a basic knowledge of genetics and plant
breeding, and some exposure to molecular biology. An attempt has been made to provide sufficient basic
information in an easy-to-follow format, and also to discuss current issues and developments so as to
offer comprehensive coverage of the subject matter. The book will also be useful for breeders and
research workers, as it offers a broad range of up-to-the-year information, including aspects like the
development of different molecular markers and their various applications. In the first chapter, the
field of marker-assisted plant breeding is introduced and placed in the proper perspective in relation
to plant breeding. The next three chapters describe the various molecular marker systems, while mapping
populations and mapping procedures including high-throughput genotyping are discussed in the subsequent
five chapters. Four chapters are devoted to various applications of markers, e.g. marker-assisted
selection, genomic selection, diversity analysis, finger printing and positional cloning. In closing,
the last two chapters provide information on relevant bioinformatics tools and the rapidly evolving
field of phenomics.
Written by a renowned professional with more than 30 years of experience in environmental sampling and
analysis, this reference describes in unparalleled detail all the essential elements for the
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development and execution of a successful sampling plan at both contaminated and uncontaminated sites.
The book covers presampling planning and decision-making, specific sampling situations, and correct
sample labeling, and presents the framework and background for the sampling of any contaminated site.
Presenting a wide variety of models, quality control procedures, and valuable troubleshooting methods,
Field Sampling contains an abundance of topics never before covered in any other source.
The Bench Grafter's Handbook
Allelochemical Interactions
The Wisdom of Plant Heritage
Theory And Practice
Principles of Plant Disease Management
Plant Propagation

The Handbook identifies all aspects of Regulatory Plant Biosecurity and discusses them from the standpoint of
preventing the international movement of plant pests, diseases and weeds that negatively impact production agriculture,
natural plant-resources and agricultural commerce.
Our requirement for plant breeders to be successful has never been greater. However one views the forecasted numbers
for future population growth we will need, in the immediate future, to be feeding, clothing and housing many more people
than we do, inadequately, at present. Plant breeding represents the most valuable strategy in increasing our productivity
in a way that is sustainable and environmentally sensitive. Plant breeding can rightly be considered as one of the oldest
multidisciplinary subjects that is known to humans. It was practised by people who first started to carry out a settled form
of agriculture. The art, as it must have been at that stage, was applied without any formal underlying framework, but
achieved dramatic results, as witnessed by the forms of cultivated plants we have today. We are now learning how to
apply successfully the results of yet imperfect scientific knowledge. This knowledge is, however, rapidly developing,
particularly in areas of tissue culture, biotechnology and molecular biology. Plant breeding's inherent multifaceted nature
means that alongside obvious subject areas like genetics we also need to consider areas such as: statistics, physiology,
plant pathology, entomology, biochemistry, weed science, quality, seed characteristics, repro ductive biology, trial design,
selection and computing. It therefore seems apparent that modern plant breeders need to have a grasp of wide range of
scientific knowledge and expertise if they are successfully to a exploit the techniques, protocols and strategies which are
open to them.
It is paradoxical that, despite the key role of plants in the book's preparation by reviewing manuscripts or the environment
and our dependence on plant life for providing literature and case studies for inclusion. our very existence, the
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conservation movement has The preparation of the text, which went through var not given plants attention that is
commensurate with ious drafts, involved Dr. Given in a great deal of re their importance. In an attempt to redress the
balance search and travel for fact finding and consultation. of effort between plant and animal conservation, The
completed draft was edited by Martin Walters, IUCN and WWF established in 1984 a joint Plant who also prepared it for
publication. Professor Ver Conservation Programme, the aim of which was to non Heywood (IUCN) undertook a scientific
edit of "assert the fundamental importance of plants in all the final draft. conservation activities:' Both IUCN and WWF
would like to express their gratitude to Dr. Given for the enormous effort and One of the main themes of the joint Plant
Conser painstaking labor that he has invested in the prepara vation Programme was "building the capacity to con serve. "
This included a project, "Plant Conservation: tion of this book over a period of six years. The result Principles and
Practice," aimed at providing practic is the first detailed overview ever to be published of ing conservationists with a
handbook that explained this vitally important subject.
Containing 500 full color photographs and illustrations, The Bench Grafterʼs Handbook: Principles and Practice presents
exhaustive information on all aspects of bench grafting. It details requirements of more than 200 temperate woody plant
genera, covering over 2,000 species and cultivars including important ornamental, temperate fruit, and nut crops. The
book explains the principles and practices of bench grafting, new procedures to enhance grafting success, and
recommendations for further scientific investigation. Practical issues to aid professionals and the beginner, include
detailed accounts, supported by pictures and diagrams, of the main grafting methods, knifesmanship techniques, and
methods of training. Provision and design, now and for the future, of suitable structures, grafting facilities, and equipment,
to provide ideal controlled environments for grafts, are described. The book describes major grafting systems, sub-cold,
cold, warm, supported warm, hot-pipe, and other grafting strategies. It provides details of health and safety issues; work
stations, seat design, lighting levels; recorded output figures for various types of graft; grafting knives and tools; and
methods of sharpening by hand and machine. Features: Comprehensive description, pictures, and diagrams of how to
learn and utilize important grafting methods. Detailed information and scientific principles behind the selection,
specification, and choice of the main graft components ‒ the rootstock and scion. Scientific principles and practicalities of
providing optimal plant material, equipment, facilities and environmental conditions for graft union development including
addressing the problems of graft incompatibility. Discussion of the actual and potential role of bench grafting in woody
plant conservation with suggestions for new initiatives. This book is intended for use by nurserymen; those involved in the
upkeep of extensive plant collections; conservationists; plant scientists; lecturers in horticulture; horticultural students;
and amateurs with an interest in grafting.
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Principles and Practices in Environmental Analysis
Basics and Application
Introduction to the Principles of Plant Taxonomy
Horticulture as Therapy
The Handbook of Plant Biosecurity
Principles and Practice of Plant Conservation
Combines theoretical principles with practical applications in dealing with viral, fungal and bacterial diseases of plants. Covers exclusion techniques,
eradication by chemical or physical means, biological control, fungicides, pathogen free seeds and vegetative material. Includes a wide range of examples.
This book provides a general introduction as well as a selected survey of key advances in the fascinating field of plant cell and tissue culture as a tool in
biotechnology. After a detailed description of the various basic techniques employed in leading laboratories worldwide, follows an extended account of
important applications in, for example, plant propagation, secondary metabolite production and gene technology. Additionally, some chapters are devoted
to historical developments in this domain, metabolic aspects, nutrition, growth regulators, differentiation and the development of culture systems. The book
will prove useful to both newcomers and specialists, and even “old hands” in tissue culture should find some challenging ideas to think about.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Now in its fourth edition, Horticulture: Principles and Practices continues to explore horticulture as a science, an art, and a business, meeting the
practical information needs of everyone involved in the discipline – from the small urban gardener/hobbyist to the large-scale producer. Hailed by many as
the leading text of its kind and the best introductory horticulture book available today, this new edition is completely updated to include the latest
developments and newest technologies. New features include two sets of sixteen-page color inserts, over 150 new photos, and Industry Highlights provided
by twelve horticulture experts. The color inserts are directly and effectively tied to the text and are referenced throughout.
Principles of Soil and Plant Water Relations, 2e describes the principles of water relations within soils, followed by the uptake of water and its subsequent
movement throughout and from the plant body. This is presented as a progressive series of physical and biological interrelations, even though each topic is
treated in detail on its own. The book also describes equipment used to measure water in the soil-plant-atmosphere system. At the end of each chapter is a
biography of a scientist whose principles are discussed in the chapter. In addition to new information on the concept of celestial time, this new edition also
includes new chapters on methods to determine sap flow in plants dual-probe heat-pulse technique to monitor water in the root zone. Provides the necessary
understanding to address advancing problems in water availability for meeting ecological requirements at local, regional and global scales Covers plant
anatomy: an essential component to understanding soil and plant water relations
Plant Biotechnology and Genetics
Field Sampling
Process Equipment and Plant Design
Chemical Engineering Design
Principles and Practices for the Identification, Containment and Control of Organisms that Threaten Agriculture and the Environment Globally
Principles, Techniques and Applications
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This comprehensive manual of phytobacteriology is heavily illustrated with over 200 colour photographs and
line illustrations. It begins by outlining the history and science of bacteriology and gives an overview of the
diversity and versatility of complex bacteria. It then explains the characterization, identification and naming of
complex bacteria, and explores how bacteria can cause disease and how plants react to such disease. The
book also discusses the economic importance of bacterial diseases as well as strategies for their control and
the reduction of crop losses. It concludes with fifty examples of plant pathogenic bacteria and the diseases that
they cause.
This book attempts to present a readable format on plant breeding principles and their application, based on
the collective experience of the three authors, but with a heavy dependence on the scientific literature. Modem
pedagogy recognizes that teaching can occur when students are motivated to learn. Subject matter must be
communicated in an interesting, appealing, and understandable fashion. In preparing the text, every effort has
been made to translate pertinent plant breeding references into a clear, logical, and comprehensible format for
those studying the challenging and dynamic field of plant breeding.
This book is intended to provide a substantive treatment of plant disease management for graduate and
undergraduate students in which theoretical and practical elements are combined. Reference is made to
specific diseases and control practices to illustrate basic principles or strategies. The section on epidemiology
includes a chapter in which arthropod vectors (aphids, leafhoppers, whiteflies, Coleoptera and mites) are briefly
discussed, and the section on control includes references to the use of crop varieties with resistance to such
vectors, and also contains information on mechanical, cultural, biological and chemical measures that
contribute to vector control. The technology of disease management is presented according to epidemiological
principles. Sections on diagnosis, epidemiology, environmental factors, disease forecasting, disease control
(exclusion, physical, chemical and biological), plant resistance, cultural modifications to suppress epidemics,
effects of chemicals and their major groups and uses, and examples of disease management in practice are
included. A bibliography and index are appended.
This book summarizes the current knowledge and experiences on the use of soil testing and plant analysis as a
diagnostic tool for assessing nutritional requirements of crops, efficient fertilizer use, saline-sodic conditions,
and toxicity of metals. Discussions on analytical instrumentation used in soil testing, plant analysis, and data
processing are included.
Principles & Practice
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Principles of Plant Health and Quarantine
Principles, Practice, and Perspectives
How to Plant a Forest
Phytobacteriology
Principles and Practices of Plant Science Plant Science
Plant Quarantine deals with alien pests which could became serious threat to our agricultural, horticultural
and forest plants.Brief introduction of alien pests such as bacteria, fungi, insects, nematodes, plant
viruses, etc. is given in the preliminary chapters. Risk factors involved in these pests are analyzed.
Various methods available to detect these pests from imported plants and plants material and their
elimination procedures are discussed. The role of legislation containing the alien pests and efforts made
by governments in implementing the legislative measures are described. The global approach to prevent
the spread of pests across international borders and obligation of governments are brought out. The
functioning of Plant Quarantine system in India and further strengthening the system are suggested.
Whenever necessary, relevant illustration are provided. The, text, tables and illustrations could be a good
reference sources not only for persons engaged in Plant Quarantine organizations but also for the users of
plant quarantine services. This book could also be useful in organizing training programs and could serve
as a teaching aid.
Did you know that plants and plant products can be used to improve people’s cognitive, physical,
psychological, and social functioning? Well, they can, and Horticulture as Therapy is the book to show you
how! If you are already familiar with the healing potential of horticultural therapy, or even practice
horticultural therapy, this book will help you enrich your knowledge and skills and revitalize your practice.
You will learn how horticultural therapy can be used with different populations in a variety of settings,
what resources are available, effective treatment strategies, and the concepts behind horticultural
treatment. The first comprehensive text on the practice of horticulture as therapy, this one-of-a-kind book
will enable the profession to educate future horticultural therapists with fundamental knowledge and skills
as they embark on careers as practitioners, researchers, and educators. You come to understand the
relationship between people and plants more deeply as you learn about: vocational, social, and
therapeutic programs in horticulture special populations including children, older adults, those who exhibit
criminal behavior, and those with developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, mental health disorders,
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or traumatic brain injury use of horticultural therapy in botanical gardening and community settings
adaptive gardening techniques applied research documentation and assessment in horticultural practice
Horticulture as Therapy establishes, integrates, and communicates a foundation of knowledge for
horticultural therapists, other therapists, horticulturists, students, research scientists, gardeners, and
others interested in this special and unique kind of therapy. By reading Horticulture as Therapy, you will
see how you can make a difference in the health and well-being of so many people, today and tomorrow.
Designed to inform and inspire the next generation of plant biotechnologists Plant Biotechnology and
Genetics explores contemporary techniques and applications of plant biotechnology, illustrating the
tremendous potential this technology has to change our world by improving the food supply. As an
introductory text, its focus is on basic science and processes. It guides students from plant biology and
genetics to breeding to principles and applications of plant biotechnology. Next, the text examines the
critical issues of patents and intellectual property and then tackles the many controversies and consumer
concerns over transgenic plants. The final chapter of the book provides an expert forecast of the future of
plant biotechnology. Each chapter has been written by one or more leading practitioners in the field and
then carefully edited to ensure thoroughness and consistency. The chapters are organized so that each
one progressively builds upon the previous chapters. Questions set forth in each chapter help students
deepen their understanding and facilitate classroom discussions. Inspirational autobiographical essays,
written by pioneers and eminent scientists in the field today, are interspersed throughout the text.
Authors explain how they became involved in the field and offer a personal perspective on their
contributions and the future of the field. The text's accompanying CD-ROM offers full-color figures that can
be used in classroom presentations with other teaching aids available online. This text is recommended
for junior- and senior-level courses in plant biotechnology or plant genetics and for courses devoted to
special topics at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. It is also an ideal reference for practitioners.
Process Equipment and Plant Design: Principles and Practices takes a holistic approach towards process
design in the chemical engineering industry, dealing with the design of individual process equipment and
its configuration as a complete functional system. Chapters cover typical heat and mass transfer systems
and equipment included in a chemical engineering curriculum, such as heat exchangers, heat exchanger
networks, evaporators, distillation, absorption, adsorption, reactors and more. The authors expand on
additional topics such as industrial cooling systems, extraction, and topics on process utilities, piping and
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hydraulics, including instrumentation and safety basics that supplement the equipment design procedure
and help to arrive at a complete plant design. The chapters are arranged in sections pertaining to heat
and mass transfer processes, reacting systems, plant hydraulics and process vessels, plant auxiliaries,
and engineered safety as well as a separate chapter showcasing examples of process design in complete
plants. This comprehensive reference bridges the gap between industry and academia, while exploring
best practices in design, including relevant theories in process design making this a valuable primer for
fresh graduates and professionals working on design projects in the industry. Serves as a consolidated
resource for process and plant design, including process utilities and engineered safety Bridges the gap
between industry and academia by including practices in design and summarizing relevant theories
Presents design solutions as a complete functional system and not merely the design of major equipment
Provides design procedures as pseudo-code/flow-chart, along with practical considerations
Principles of Plant Pathology
Principles and Practice
Principles and Practices of Plant Genomics, Volume 3
Plant Pathology
Advanced Genomics
The Principles and Practice of Restoring Tropical Forests
An in-depth exploration of the applications of plant bioactive metabolites in drug research and development Highlighting the complexity and
applications of plant bioactive metabolites in organic and medicinal chemistry, Plant Bioactives and Drug Discovery: Principles, Practice, and
Perspectives provides an in-depth overview of the ways in which plants can inform drug research and development. An edited volume
featuring multidisciplinary international contributions from acclaimed scientists researching bioactive natural products, the book provides an
incisive overview of one of the most important topics in pharmaceutical studies today. With coverage of strategic methods of natural
compound isolation, structural manipulation, natural products in clinical trials, quality control, and more, and featuring case studies on
medicinal plants, the book serves as a definitive guide to the field of plant biodiversity as it relates to medicine. In addition, chapters on using
natural products as drugs that target specific disease areas, including neurological disorders, inflammation, infectious diseases, and cancer,
illustrate the myriad possibilities for therapeutic applications. Wide ranging and comprehensive, Plant Bioactives and Drug Discovery also
includes important information on marketing, regulations, intellectual property rights, and academic-industry collaboration as they relate to
plant-based drug research, making it an essential resource for advanced students and academic and industry professionals working in
biochemical, pharmaceutical, and related fields.
This book attempts to provide to provide concise, critical, synthetic and up-to-date coverage of different aspects of plant disease
management. The first eleven chapters are devoted to principles and related aspects and the remining seven to management practices
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based on them. The book attempts to capture some of the images of such rapidly expanding fields as host-parasite recognition and
biotechnology even at the risk of making the subject a bit conceptual. This book is intended to serve as a text for advanced undergraduate
and graduate students of plant pathology and related disciplines and as a reference source for teachers, researchers, students, and
technologists.
Principles of Horticulture, Second Edition covers the various topics concerning plant cultivation for agricultural use. The book is comprised of
17 chapters that tackle the various areas of concerns in horticulture. The coverage of the text includes the nurturing aspects of horticulture,
including growth and development, genetics and breeding, and nutrition. The book also covers the various threats and problems encountered
by horticulturists, such as pests, weeds, and harmful microorganisms. The text will be of great use to researchers and practitioners of plantrelated fields, such as botany, agriculture, and particularly horticulture.
Principles and Practices in Plant Ecology: Allelochemical Interactions provides insights and details recent progress about allelochemical
research from the ecosystem standpoint. Research on chemical ecology of allelochemicals in the last three decades has established this field
as a mature science that interrelates the research of biologists, weed and crop scientists, agronomists, natural product chemists,
microbiologists, ecologists, soil scientists, and plant physiologists and pathologists. This book demonstrates how the influence of
allelochemicals on the various components of an ecosystem-including soil microbial ecology, soil nutrients, and physical, chemical, and
biological soil factors-may affect growth, distribution, and survival of plant species. Internationally renowned exper†s discuss how a better
understanding of allelochemical phenomena can lead to true sustainable agriculture.
Plant Disease Management
Horticulture
Marker-Assisted Plant Breeding: Principles and Practices
Principles and prospects
Plant Cell and Tissue Culture - A Tool in Biotechnology
Principles, Practice and Economics of Plant and Process Design
To respond to the increasing need to feed the world's population as well as an ever greater demand for a balanced and healthy diet there is a
continuing need to produce improved new cultivars or varieties of plants, particularly crop plants. The strategies used to produce these are
increasingly based on our knowledge of relevant science, particularly genetics, but involves a multidisciplinary understanding that optimizes the
approaches taken. Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding, 2nd Edition introduces both classical and molecular tools for plant breeding.
Topics such as biotechnology in plant breeding, intellectual property, risks, emerging concepts (decentralized breeding, organic breeding), and
more are addressed in the new, updated edition of this text. Industry highlight boxes are included throughout the text to contextualize the
information given through the professional experiences of plant breeders. The final chapters provide a useful reference on breeding the largest
and most common crops. Up-to-date edition of this bestselling book incorporating the most recent technologies in the field Combines both
theory and practice in modern plant breeding Updated industry highlights help to illustrate the concepts outlined in the text Self assessment
questions at the end of each chapter aid student learning Accompanying website with artwork from the book available to instructors
There is a growing awareness that an understanding of international plant health agreements and protocol is essential in the increasingly freetrade environment of today, and that administrative methods of plant pest control are important in crop production. However, there has been no
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recent book, which introduces students and practitioners to the subject of plant health and quarantine. This book fills this gap.
Principles and Practice of Planting Trees and Shrubs
Principles and Practices of Plant Genomics, Vol. 1
Plant Bioactives and Drug Discovery
Principles and Practices
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